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ABSTRACT
The finite element model and mathematical model for the coiling process with the belt
wrapper have been developed by simplifying the belt wrapper to copy the strip head end
positioning on free tension reel shortly, known as the initial coiling. The models have
tried to quantify the coil slippage that makes a scratch on the coil. However, it is hard to
compare the models to the real operation due to some assumptions. Moreover,
computations is increased dramatically if the model includes the real operation such as
non-linear property of the belt wrapper. This study suggests new modelling approach
without the belt wrapper to quantify the coil slippage according the compression on the
coil. Instead of the belt wrapper, all nodes of the strip are controlled by specific x-y
displacements as the belt wrapper compresses the strip coil. Different x-y displacements
of each node can change the magnitude of the compression by the belt wrapper. A finite
element model of the initial coiling was simulated by the modelling approach and Model
Change technique in ABAQUS, and discontinuous processes including removal of the
belt wrapper and the application of coiling tension, σ are proceeded in consecutive order.
By doing parametric analysis regarding the radial deformation of the coil by the belt
wrapper, rd and σ, the coil slippage happens frequently when σ is below critical value or
when rd is large. This phenomenon is similar to the spring back, so σ should be high or
should be applied before the belt wrapper is removed. This indicates that, rd should be
manipulated carefully because the coil slippage happens as rd increases. Besides the initial
coiling, the modelling approach can be applied to other problems that need many
computations such as the 300 layers of strip lamination.
Keywords: Belt wrapper; Initial coiling; Spiral coil; Coil slippage; Finite element method.
INTRODUCTION
Finding ways to fix the head end of a strip on a sleeve or mandrel is an important factor
to determine coiling condition in the coiling process. To prevent the coiling process from
physical problems such as coil slippage, the strip is clamped on the mandrel or sleeve, or
fastened with a piece of adhesive tape; then, the sleeve rotates to accumulate coil layers
[1]. Due to its simple mechanism, most coiling research have focused on its optimisation.
For instance, the analytical model and finite element model to calculate stress distribution
of the mandrel, sleeve, and coil [2, 3], optimisation of flatness of strip during the coiling
process based on evolutionary algorithms regarding stress distribution in the strip [4],
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stress distribution of the coil with different temperature distribution [3], and stress
distribution due to the flatness and crown of the coil [5] have been studied. In contrast,
the coiling process with belt wrapper has been developed based on the engineer’s
technical experience. From several patents regarding new mechanisms of the belt wrapper
[6, 7], experimental approaches have been conducted to find out the forcing relationship
between the belt wrapper and the strip and to express the relationship as a mathematical
expression to be used well [8, 9]. These approaches are good for only manipulating their
facilities when they always manufacture same coil. However, it takes a lot of money and
time to investigate a physical phenomenon when they want to change the operating
condition or design variable. For instance, the coil slippage makes scratches on the coil
when coiling tension σ is not sufficient, then the coil is not be provided to customers. A
thin strip is hard to control the coil slippage compared to a thick strip that has a thickness
over 3 mm. This limitation can be solved with a computational approach such as the finite
element method [10-12]. Recently, our research group has presented the finite element
model and the analytical model to calculate stress distribution during the initial coiling
and to find out whether the coil comes untied or not [13, 14]. By using these models, a
parametric study regarding the magnitude of the compression by the belt wrapper can be
carried out easily. However, the models do not have the non-linear material property of
the rubber and must be improved by copying real operating conditions. But, the finite
element model take a long time to calculate the stress and other physical quantities as the
non-linear behaviours are included.
To simplify the non-linear behaviours of the belt wrapper, this paper suggests new
modelling approach for quantifying the compression on the coil by controlling the
displacement of all nodes on the centre of the strip instead of the belt wrapper. This
method can reduce many computations for contact relationship among coil layers, so the
finite element model can determine whether the magnitude of the compression is proper
to the coil slippage or not quickly. To control the displacement of the strip efficiently, the
MATLAB code and ABAQUS input file were introduced on the calculation of x and y
coordinates of all nodes and the definition of dynamic analysis in the ABAQUS
automatically. To minimise the coil slippage that makes the scratch, parametric study was
conducted about the condition of the coil slippage with different σ and the radial
deformation of the coil by the belt wrapper rd.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
System Modelling and Code
In the steel manufacturing industry, the initial coiling is called as strip head end
positioning on free tension reel, but we used the initial coiling shortly. The initial coiling
is operated with the belt wrapper, sleeve, and strip (Fig. 1) [13]. As the belt wrapper
compresses the outside of the strip and rotates with the sleeve at the same direction, the
strip is coiled about 2~3 turns between the sleeve and belt wrapper. Because the first layer
is stacked on the outer surface of the sleeve directly, the coil has a spiral shape, not the
circle. Also, each contact layer has the pressure along the radial direction and frictional
force along the tangential direction. After 2~3 turns of the coil, σ is applied to the opposite
end of the strip and the belt wrapper is removed from the coil to wind the strip rapidly. In
this mechanism, the coil slippage takes place discontinuously according to coiling
conditions, because the left end of the strip is not fixed on the outside of the sleeve. The
summation of the frictional forces resists the coil slippage. Based on this difficulty and
high computations for the behaviour of the belt wrapper, we skipped the deformation of
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the coil with the belt wrapper during the initial coiling. Then, to find out the condition of
the coil slippage, we have developed a new ABAQUS input file that coils the strip by
applying pre-defined coordinates of each node on the centre line of the strip without any
contact definition during the initial coiling. The pre-defined coordinates can be changed
according to coiling conditions such as the number of coil layer and rd.

Figure 1. Diagram of the initial coiling; (a) The strip is wound between the belt wrapper
and sleeve by compression and frictional forces from the belt wrapper; (b) The belt
wrapper and the sleeve do not rotate after 2 ~ 3 turns of the coil; (c) σ is applied at the
opposite end of the strip, and the belt wrapper is removed from the coil because the coil
has sufficient frictional force to prevent itself from the slippage.
Finite element model
The finite element model has the sleeve and strip in the 2-dimensional space. The sleeve
is rigid with the wire shape. The strip has a uniform mesh along the lateral and
longitudinal directions (Fig. 2). The number Nlong of the mesh along the longitudinal
direction determines the number of the winding steps. For instance, the analysis model
have 11 winding steps during the initial winding if the Nlong is 11.
Winding step
In the winding step, the strip is coiled along the sleeve gradually. Each winding step
moves the i th centre node of the strip along the longitudinal direction respectively. For
instance, the left end of the node is located on the specific coordinates when the winding
first step, and the i th of the node from the left end of the node is located on the specific
coordinates during the winding i th step. i is an integer from 1 to Nlong. Through the
winding steps, some nodes are coiled and the other nodes are left as a straight line (Fig.
2). To apply the coordinates of each node respectively, the boundary conditions about the
x and y displacements are defined in each winding step. In these steps, general contact
between the sleeve and strip is not defined. In other words, penetrations among contact
layers are shown visually, but they are not effective to each other to create the pressure
or frictional force. This method is similar to the initial inference fit problem among two
rings [15, 16]. According to rd, the shape of coil and the initial penetration between each
strip coil are different.
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Figure 2. The finite element model of the initial coiling; (a) The initial location of the
sleeve and the strip in the model; (b) At the end of the winding step, the strip is wound
around the sleeve; (c) The mesh grid of the strip about the longitudinal direction and the
strip thickness direction, and the centre nodes of the strip that are placed at specific
coordinates by the ABAQUS code.
Free and tension on step
In this step, σ is applied to the right end of the strip and the definition of the general
contact is applied to calculate the pressure and frictional forces among contact layers from
the winding step. Because the boundary conditions for all nodes of Nlong are still effective
in the free and tension on step, σ cannot draw the strip. The reason that σ is applied in this
step is to prevent the simulation from divergence. If σ is applied in next step, convergence
problem can be serious with the fluctuation of the strip caused by removal of the boundary
conditions for all nodes of Nlong. In relation tothe general contact, hard contact for the
normal direction and penalty method for the tangential direction are used. Except for the
nodes of Nlong, all nodes of the strip are calculated in equilibrium states by the interference
fit in this step. For instance, the strip coil is deformed along the radial direction to fit
boundaries among different contact layers.
Coiling step
The boundary conditions on the nodes of Nlong are not effective in this step. Finally, the
model has the only boundary condition on the center of the sleeve. The pressure among
contact layers in the strip coil try to become united to make the initial state of the strip,
and σ tries to prevent the strip coil from the coil slippage. According to rd and σ, the coil
slippage is varied, so a parametric study should be conducted to identify the relationship.
Code to Develop Analysis Model
To conduct the parametric study efficiently, the generation of the ABAQUS input file can
be a good method to change design variable or other parameters [17]. For instance, the
same command lines of the ABAQUS input are used in our problem, so we need to
modify a few command lines for the parametric analysis. The ABAQUS input file has
part with node & element, assembly, set, material, interaction, and step commands
sequentially. In our model, the node label and boundary condition should be modified for
the parametric study. When the mesh of the strip is changed, the node labels of Nlong and
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these boundary conditions changed at the same time. So, the MATLAB code that tracks
the node label and writes an ABAQUS input file automatically, was suggested.
Definition of the coordinates of the strip node of Nlong
First, ABAQUS CAE file was established with the part and mesh, and was exported into
the input file. In the model, the strip nodes of Nlong have specific node labels and their
initial positions. By using the node and position information, each node’s x and y
displacements are derived to coil the strip as the spiral shape [18, 19]. Eqs. (1-7) were
defined to draw the strip coil that is compressed. About input variables in Eqs. (1-7), the
longitudinal length of the strip Llong, the number of the coil layer CN, the thickness of the
strip t, the outer radius of the sleeve ro,sleeve, rd, and Nlong were defined. rd affects the radius
of the coil and pitch p (Fig. 3).
ri ,belt ,ini  ro,sleeve  t  CN

(1)

ri ,belt  ri ,belt ,ini  rd

(2)

tdeform   ri ,belt  ro , sleeve  / CN

(3)

rc,coil1  ro,sleeve  tdeform / 2

(4)

rc,coilCN  ri ,belt  tdeform / 2

(5)

p  t   rd / CN 

(6)

p
(7)

2
where ri,belt,ini is the inner radius of the belt wrapper without rd and is the same as the outer
radius of the coil ro,coil, ri,belt, is the inner radius of the belt wrapper with rd, tdeform is
deformed thickness of each coil layer, rc,coil1 is the centre radius of the first coil, and the
rc,coilCN is the centre radius of the CNth coil, p is the pitch of the spiral coil, rcoil the centre
radius of the coil according to θ. After determining the design variable and coiling status,
each node should be placed at a specific location.
rcoil    rc,coil1 

Figure 3. The spiral shape of the coil; (a) The initial coiling with the belt wrapper in real
operation; (b) The initial coiling by specifying the coordinates of the strip nodes without
the belt wrapper
To locate them, node displacement calculation code was established by Eqs. (813). Eqs. (8-13) are repeated at Nlong to calculate different x and y displacements for
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different node of Nlong (Fig. 4). Llong nodes have 2Nlong displacements for the boundary
condition.

Lcoil  

2 CN

0

Lrefer 

2

2
 drcoil ( )  
  rcoil ( )   
  d
d


 


(8)

 x(i)  x(1)    y(i)  y(1) 

(9)

2

2

if Lrefer  Lcoil , solve theequation tofind out refer



2 refer

0

2

2  drcoil ( )  
  rcoil ( )   
  d  Lrefer  0
 d  

xt (i)  rcoil ( refer )  cos( refer )

yt (i)  rcoil ( refer )  sin( refer )

(10)

(11)

if Lrefer  Lcoil

Lrest  Lrefer  Lcoil

xt (i)  rcoil (2  CN )  cos(2  CN )  Lrest
yt (i)  rcoil (2  CN )  sin(2  CN )

(12)
(13)

where Lcoil is the length of the coil, Lrefer is the distance between the left end node of the
strip and the i th node of the strip, xt and yt are displacements of specific node for the
spiral shape of the coil, Lrest is the distance between the end node of the strip and the end
node of the coil.

Figure 4. Lcoil and Lrest at the end of the winding step.
Definition of the node sets
The second code defines the node number of the nodes of Nlong in the ABAQUS input
file, because the node selection in the ABAQUS CAE is not efficient. For instance, we
have to define 1000 node sets to define the x and y displacements of the boundary
conditions when Nlong is 1000. Fortunately, the ABAQUS specifies the node number by
following a specific rule. In the simulation, the nodes of numbers were (2, 305, 304, 303,
…., 9, 8, 7, 1) from the left end of the strip node. Except the both end of the strip, the
number is decreased as -1 from the left to the right. For the step command lines for the
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ABAQUS input file, the MATLAB code ‘nset_code_new’ can be derived in APPENDIX
[20, 21].
Definition of the winding steps
The reason that the model has Nlong winding steps is to prevent the coil from twisting.
When all x and y displacements of the boundary condition are applied at the same time,
the coil twisted and the analysis diverged. Before the free and tension on step and coiling
step in the ABAQUS input file, all winding steps have the same command lines, except
the value of the x and y displacements. In the first winding step, the definition of the
general contact is removed to establish the initial penetration problem corresponding the
rd. The general contact applied in the free and tension on step. The MATALB code
‘winding_abaqus_inp_code’ is in APPENDIX to define the winding steps. In this code,
the target x and y displacements from the Section 2.3.1 are needed. All command lines
are located between the initial interaction command lines and the free and tension on the
step command lines.

Figure 5. Flow chart of the command.
Simulation Process
Figure 5 is the flow chart of the command between the initial coiling model and
MATLAB codes. Even though some MATLAB codes and ABAQUS input files need to
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be changed, parametric study can be conducted according to rd, ro,sleeve, and material
properties. This work can handle engineering problems such as defining operating
condition of the initial coiling rapidly.
Table 1. Design variables and operating conditions of the simulation.
Density of the strip, ρstrip
The modulus of elasticity of the strip, Estrip
Poisson's ratio of the strip, νstrip
The length of the strip, Ltotal
The thickness of the strip, t
The outer radius of the sleeve, ro,sleeve
Tangential behaviour for the contact property
Normal behaviour for the contact property
The number of nodes of the strip about the
longitudinal direction, Nlong
The number of nodes of the strip about the strip
thickness direction, Nshort
The number of coil layer, CN
Boundary condition on the center of the sleeve

Value
7890 kg/m3
214×10 GPa
0.28
10 m
1 mm
0.324 m
Penalty (The coefficient of
friction, μ = 0.1)
Hard contact
301
5
3
ENCASTRE

Figure 6. The difference Δx between the initial x coordinate xini and the final x
coordinate xlater of the right end of the strip.
Simulation Condition
Table 1 is the list of design variables and operating conditions to simulate the initial
coiling model [13]. To find out the system performance and sensitivity according to
parameter, the parameter should be varied with different MATLAB code and ABAQUS
input file. In this paper, the coil slippage was investigated depending on rd and σ. The coil
slippage is necessary to find out the coil is fixed on the sleeve during the coiling step. rd
was applied into the codes as 0 m, 0.000001 m, 0.000003 m, 0.00001 m, 0.00003 m, and
0.00006 m. Apart from that, σ is varied from 0 MPa to 50 MPa. The x displacements of
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the right end of the Nlongth strip node xini, xlater, and Δx were checked to know whether the
coil is slip or not during the parametric study (Figure 6).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Coil Slippage according to σ
σ is an important factor to determine the coil slippage. When the coil slippage happened
during the coiling step, rd was too large in the winding steps or σ was too low to grab the
fluctuation of the coil between the free and tension on step and coiling step. When the
boundary conditions of the strip nodes are removed at the end of the free and tension on
step, the strip coil has spring back effect that raises the expansion of the strip coil. The
spring back effect is extreme when σ is not applied to the strip before the belt wrapper is
removed [13]. If σ fails to stop the spring back effect, the coil slip and come untied (Figure
7).

Figure 7. Deformation of the strip according to σ during the coiling step; (a) The strip
comes untied because σ is not sufficient to stop the spring back effect; (b) The strip has
the spiral shape even though the belt wrapper is removed.
-5.7
-5.75

 =2.5 MPa
-5.8

 =50 MPa

Disp [m]

-5.85
-5.9
-5.95
Belt wrapper is removed from the coil

-6
-6.05
-6.1
-6.15
310

315

320

325

Time [s]

Figure 8. x displacement of the right end of the Nlongth strip node during the coiling step.
Figure. 8 shows the x displacements of the right end of the Nlongth strip node when
σ is 50 MPa or 2.5 MPa, and rd is 0 m. When σ is lower than 2.5 MPa, the coil slippage
was extreme as shown in Figure 7 (a). When σ is 2.5 MPa, the x displacement is converged
with a large variation. In contrast, the coiling step can coil the strip after the free and
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tension on step with small variation when the σ is higher than 2.5 MPa. In other words,
when the critical value σcri of σ is calculated without the coil slippage, any σ that is higher
than σcri not raise the coil slippage after the initial coil slippage.
The variation of the coil slippage according to σ under the non-coil slippage
To investigate how the coil slippage is stopped according to σ, the x displacement of the
right end of the Nlongth strip node Δx were acquired when σ is higher than σcri. Δx is (xlater
- xini). Δx is converged at the different value according to σ. If the coil slippage does not
appear, Δx is not be changed with constant 0 m. Even though σ is extremely high, the coil
slippage only happens temporarily. As σ increases, Δx converges at the small value
rapidly. Fig. 9 is Δx distribution according to different σ when rd is 0 m. σ was varied
from 0 MPa to 50 MPa. As σ increases, Δx goes down. The difference can be used to
quantify the surface quality on the coil in the initial coiling to minimise the coil slippage
with the low electrical energy.
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Figure 9. The difference of Δx between xini and xlater of the right end of the Nlongth strip
node according to σ.
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Figure 10. σcri distribution according to rd.
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The relationship between rd and σ
In this section, σcri and Δx were investigated by changing rd and σ. Fig. 10 is σcri
distribution according to rd. As rd increases, the spring back effect also increases, so the
system needs high σ to avoid the coil from the slippage. The other method is applying σ
to the strip before the belt wrapper is removed [13]. To quantify the initial coiling, the
system can measure small rd, because the strip is steel and σcri changes from 2.5 MPa to
20 MPa when rd changes from 0 m to 0.00006 m. Fig. 11 is Δx according to different rd
and same σ. As rd increases, Δx also increase.
0.45

rd=0.00006 m
rd=0.00001 m

0.4

rd=0.000003 m

0.35

rd=0.000001 m
rd=0 m

 x [m]

0.3
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As rd goes high,  x goes high
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0.15
0.1
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0
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35
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 [MPa]

Figure 11. The difference Δx according to rd.
CONCLUSIONS
This study suggests the ABAQUS model and MATLAB code to figure out operating
condition of the coil slippage. In order to reduce many computations due to the non-linear
property of the initial coiling, the spiral shape of the coil was formulised and different
coiling conditions such as the coiling layer Ncoil,layer and the radial deformation of the coil
by the belt wrapper rd were applied to the model by a parametric study to calculate σcri.
As rd increased, the spring back effect raised the coil slippage. However, the coil slippage
was stopped due to increase in the frictional force when σ is larger than σcri, even though
extremely high σ is applied. For instance, rd should be manipulated carefully, because the
coil slippage happens as rd increases. From the findings, the initial coiling can be designed
and operated by the parametric study about other coiling parameters with the suggested
ABAQUS model and MATLAB code. Not only the initial coiling, the modelling
approach can also be applied to other problems that need many computations such as the
300 layers of strip lamination with the belt wrapper. In the future, the surface quality on
the coil will be examined with the model to find out the minimum σ in the initial coiling.
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APPENDIX

nset_code_new
node_number=[2,[305:-1:7],1];
nset_code_new={};
for i=1:1:length(node_number)
if i==1
nset_code_current1='*End Instance';
nset_code_current2='**';
eval(['nset_code_current3=''*Nset, nset=_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', internal, instance=Part-1-1''']);
eval(['nset_code_current4='' ',num2str(node_number(i)),',''']);
nset_code_new=[nset_code_new;nset_code_current1;nset_code_current2;nset_code_current3;nset_code_current4];
elseif i==length(node_number)
eval(['nset_code_current1=''*Nset, nset=_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', internal, instance=Part-1-1''']);
eval(['nset_code_current2='' ',num2str(node_number(i)),',''']);
nset_code_current3='*End Assembly';
nset_code_new=[nset_code_new;nset_code_current1;nset_code_current2;nset_code_current3];
else
eval(['nset_code_current1=''*Nset, nset=_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', internal, instance=Part-1-1''']);
eval(['nset_code_current2='' ',num2str(node_number(i)),',''']);
nset_code_new=[nset_code_new;nset_code_current1;nset_code_current2];
end
end

winding_abaqus_inp_code
load('RESULT_COORDINATE.mat')
node_number=[2,[305:-1:7],1];
increment=10000000;
step_ini=0.1;
time_end=1;
step_min=1e-05;
output_interval=5
step_code_new={};
for i=1:1:length(node_number)
if i==1
eval(['step_code_current1=''*Step, name=Winding',num2str(i),', nlgeom=YES, inc=',num2str(increment),''''])
step_code_current2='*Dynamic';
eval(['step_code_current3=''',num2str(step_ini),',',num2str(time_end),',',num2str(step_min),''''])
step_code_current4='** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS';
eval(['step_code_current5=''** Name: BC-',num2str(i),' Type: Displacement/Rotation''']);
step_code_current6='*Boundary';
eval(['step_code_current7=''_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', 1, 1, ',num2str(RESULT(i,1),10),''''])
eval(['step_code_current8=''_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', 2, 2, ',num2str(RESULT(i,2),10),''''])
step_code_current9='*Model Change, type=CONTACT PAIR, remove';
step_code_current10='_PickedSurf68, _PickedSurf64';
step_code_current11='*Model Change, type=CONTACT PAIR, remove';
step_code_current12='_PickedSurf69,';
step_code_current13='*Restart, write, frequency=0';
eval(['step_code_current14=''*Output, field, variable=PRESELECT, time interval=',num2str(output_interval),''''])
eval(['step_code_current15=''*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT, time interval=',num2str(output_interval),''''])
step_code_current16='*End Step';
step_code_new= ...
[step_code_new;step_code_current1;step_code_current2;step_code_current3;step_code_current4;step_code_current5
; ...
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step_code_current6;step_code_current7;step_code_current8;step_code_current9;step_code_current10; ...
step_code_current11;step_code_current12;step_code_current13;step_code_current14;step_code_current15; ...
step_code_current16];
else
eval(['step_code_current1=''*Step, name=Winding',num2str(i),', nlgeom=YES, inc=',num2str(increment),''''])
step_code_current2='*Dynamic';
eval(['step_code_current3=''',num2str(step_ini),',',num2str(time_end),',',num2str(step_min),''''])
eval(['step_code_current4=''** Name: BC-',num2str(i),' Type: Displacement/Rotation''']);
step_code_current5='*Boundary';
eval(['step_code_current6=''_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', 1, 1, ',num2str(RESULT(i,1),10),''''])
eval(['step_code_current7=''_PickedSet',num2str(1000+i),', 2, 2, ',num2str(RESULT(i,2),10),''''])
step_code_current8='*Restart, write, frequency=0';
eval(['step_code_current9=''*Output, field, variable=PRESELECT, time interval=',num2str(output_interval),''''])
eval(['step_code_current10=''*Output, history, variable=PRESELECT, time interval=',num2str(output_interval),''''])
step_code_current11='*End Step';
step_code_new=[step_code_new;step_code_current1;step_code_current2;step_code_current3;step_code_current4;ste
p_code_current5; ...
step_code_current6;step_code_current7;step_code_current8;step_code_current9;step_code_current10; ...
step_code_current11;];
end
end
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